
Organizations need continuous visibility into their enterprise IT 
network to detect various issues related to performance and 
cybersecurity before any of those issues turn into a business 
loss. Swift visibility and investigation of IT incidents to determine 
scope and impact, effectively reduces business loss, keeps your 
business services running, improves performance of your 
network, applications, infrastrucure, contain threats and re-
secures your network.

ThoughtData's Enterprise InSights solution pairs the best in class 
network data capture and retrieval solution with centralized 
analysis and visualization. It accelerates the unified visibility into 
enterprise network, application, infrastructure & cloud 
performance while IT teams makes technological 
transformations to support new business requirements.

ThoughtData's Enterprise InSights solution provides seamless 
insight into network, application and infrastructure related 
failures and performance, identify dependencies during incident 
triages, troubleshoot problems using various customizable work 
flows, find root cause, gather evidence and fix issues with 
confidence.

ThoughtData's Enterprise Cyber Security allows you to identify 
and resolve security incidents faster by capturing, correlating 
and indexing meta data from packets and logs. With Network 
Forensics, you can detect a broad array of security incidents, 
improve the quality of your response and precisely quantify the 
impact of each incident.

Security Analysts can review specific network packets, logs and 
sessions before, during and after an attack. Being able to 
reconstruct and visualize the events triggering malware download 
or callback enables your security team to respond effectively and 
swiftly to prevent recurrence. They can expand visibility 
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Packet Sensor
Continuous visibility into your enterprise IT network with 
high speed packet capture and analysis

Figure 1. ThoughtData packet sensor appliances for packet 
capture and analysis.

into attacker activity by decoding protocols typically used to 
laterally spread attacks in a network.

This unique combination of high-performance log and packet 
capture and in-depth analytics helps quickly recognize and 
monitor every element of an cyber attack.
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• High-Performance: Continuous, lossless packet capture with time 
stamping at recording speeds up to 5 Gbps for each 10Gbps line

• High-Fidelity: Real-time indexing of all captured packets using nano
second time stamp and connection attributes. Continuous export of
packet derived metadata in secured compressed binary format to
ThoughtData's Enterprise InSights Platform

• Fast Results: Ultrafast search and retrieval of target connections and
packets using indexing architecture

• Rich Context: Web-based, drill-down GUI for search and inspection of
packets, connections and sessions

• Extensive Visibility: Session level visibility into 40+ common
enterprise protocols Eg: Web, Email, FTP, DNS, SSL, SSH, SMB,
SQL etc

• Intelligent Capture: Selective filtering of most important application
to eliminate unwanted packet capture

• IDS/IPS Visibility: Packet streaming to IDS/IPS engines like
Suricata/Snort to generate security events, identify abnormalities,
data theft and anomalous network behavior

Packet Sensor Highlights
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Table 1. Available packet sensor physical appliances.

Model Capture Port 
Configuration

Management 
Ports

Max Record 
Speed

Total Onboard 
Storage

Dimensions Power Supply /  Typical 
Operating Load

PKT-SEN-1GE-8TB 4 x 1GE 2 x 1GbE 500 Mbps per
port

1TB SSD - OS
8TB SAS - Packet 
Storage

1U
17.2” (437mm) x 
29.7” (754mm) x  
1.7” (43mm)
26 lbs (11.8 kg)

Redundant (1+1) 750 watt, 
100–240 VAC
10.5–4.0A, 50–60 Hz 
IEC60320-C14 inlet, FRU

PKT-SEN-10GE-24TB 4 x 10GE SFP+ 4 x 10GbE 5 Gbps per port 1TB SSD - OS
24TB SAS - Packet 
Storage

Redundant (1+1) 750 watt, 
100–240 VAC
10.5–4.0A, 50–60 Hz 
IEC60320-C14 inlet, FRU

PKT-SEN-10GE-48TB 4 x 10GE SFP+ 4 x 10GbE 5 Gbps per port 1TB SSD - OS
48TB SAS - Packet 
Storage

2U
17.2”(438mm)x 
28.46”(723mm)x 
3.5"(89mm) 
36 lbs (16.4 kg)

Redundant (1+1) 750 watt, 
100–240 VAC
10.5–4.0A, 50–60 Hz 
IEC60320-C14 inlet, FRU

PKT-SEN-10GE-96TB 4 x 10GE SFP+ 5 Gbps per port
17.2"(438 mm) x 
25.5"(648mm) x
5.2"(132mm) 
72lbs (32.6 kg)

Redundant (1+1) 750 watt, 
100–240 VAC
10.5–4.0A, 50–60 Hz 
IEC60320-C14 inlet, FRU

Note: All performance values vary depending on the system configuration and traffic profile being processed.

1U
17.2” (437mm) x 
29.7” (754mm) x  
1.7” (43mm)
26 lbs (11.8 kg)

4 x 10GbE 1TB SSD - OS
96TB SAS - Packet 
Storage

3U

ThoughtData packet sensor appliances support several configurations for different deployments in traditional physical or virtual data 
centers for optimized performance of meta data collection and analytics
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• Analytics: Build easy to use and customizable alerts on the
visualizations, Deliver alerts to central repository via syslog, email etc

• Solution integrations: Integrations to microsoft ITSM, servicenow,
ansible, dockers for orchestrated deployment. Cloud data integration
with azure monitor, amazon cloud watch. Cyber security integrations -
Threat Intelligence, STIX/TaxII, IDS/IPS(Suricata/Snort)

• Data Export: Continuous and secured export of correlated and
enriched meta data to data lakes, Build your own applications and
services

Enterprise InSights Highlights

ThoughtData

Table 2. Virtual Packet Capture Appliances (Supports ESX, KVM, and AMI).

Virtual  Appliance 
Specifications

Minimum Requirements ThoughtData Recommended 
Requirements

Performance Requirements

CPU Cores 4 CPU Cores 8 CPU Cores 16 CPU Cores

Memory 16 GB RAM 32 GB RAM 64 GB RAM

Network Interface 
Controllers (NIC)

A dedicated NIC for management 
A dedicated NIC for packet capture

A dedicated NIC for management 
A dedicated NIC for packet capture

A dedicated NIC for management 
A dedicated NIC for packet capture

Hard Drives 100 GB hard drive for the Linux OS 
200 GB hard drive for captured data

100 GB hard drive for the Linux OS 
200 GB hard drive for captured data

100 GB hard drive for the Linux OS 
200 GB hard drive for captured data

Approximate Capture 
rates

25 Mbps 100 Mbps 1000 Mbps

• Visualization: Customize IT troubleshooting work flows including out
of box work flow templates, Control the metrics, visualization
methods and data queries and work flow drill through links. Create
and share custom dashboards

• Fast Answers: Quick and fast drill down to contextual information.
With our powerful meta data discover problems and performance
bottlenecks across network, applications, infrastructure, cloud and
cyber security. Investigate and find root causes, understand
dependencies, drill down into packets and logs for evidence,

• Powerful Search: Accelerate search with powerful filter capabilities
in each workflow or visualization to indexed metadata from various
protocols such as Web, Email, VoIP, DNS, SMB, FTP etc




